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1Seleting Impliations in Fuzzy Abdutive Problems
Adrien Revault d'Allonnes Herman Akdag Bernadette Bouhon-Meunier
Abstrat|Abdutive reasoning is an explanatory proess
in whih potential auses of an observation are unearthed.
We have onentrated on the formal denition of fuzzy ab-
dution as an inversion of the Generalised Modus Ponens
given by Mellouli and Bouhon-Meunier. While studying
this formalism we notied that some observations ould not
be explained properly. Observations, in abdutive reason-
ing, are made within the onlusion spae of the onsidered
rule. Their potential shape is therefore highly onstrained
by the impliation operator used. We laim that, given a
feasible observation and a set of rules, we an ategorise the
set of impliations to be used. Sine a given observation will
math only part of the onlusions in the rule-set, we oer a
ategorisation of a rule system oherent with observed data.
Index Terms|Abdutive reasoning, fuzzy inferene, fuzzy
impliations, Generalised Modus Ponens
I. Introdution
A
BDUCTIVE reasoning is an explanatory proess in
whih potential auses of an observation are un-
earthed. In its lassial - risp - version it oers little lat-
titude for disovery of new knowledge. Plaed in a fuzzy
ontext, abdution an explain observations whih did not,
originally, exatly math the expeted onlusions. Study-
ing the eets of slight modiations through the use of
linguisti modiers was, therefore, of interest in order to
desribe the extent to whih observations an be modied
yet still explained and possibly reate new knowledge.
We have onentrated on the formal denition of fuzzy
abdution given by Mellouli and Bouhon-Meunier. Their
approah of abdution [1℄, [2℄ aims at nding onditions
on premise A so that observation B
0
is satised. To do
this, they hoose to reverse the Generalised Modus Po-
nens (GMP), the fuzzy inferene model, rstly beause it
ensures that the onditions on A entail B
0
, and seondly
beause it gives a mathematial expression of said ondi-
tions. Obviously, due to the large number of fuzzy impli-
ation and GMP operators at hand, one annot onsider
suh a task as a unique problem. Mellouli and Bouhon-
Meunier therefore onsidered the dierent lasses of fuzzy
impliations as desribed by Dubois and Prade in [3℄, [4℄.
In their works they reversed the GMP for two lasses of im-
pliations: s-impliations and r-impliations. The results
for s-impliations gave an expression of f
A
0
(u) the ondi-
tionned premise's membership funtion. They hose not
to delve into an in-depth study of this result, presumably
beause it oered no immediate diÆulty. On the other
hand, the reversal of the GMP for r-impliations resulted
in the denition of a `maximal explanation' A
G
suh that
any explanation A
0
should be inluded in A
G
. A
G
is given
by:
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Mellouli and Bouhon-Meunier only studied a partiular
lass of modiers (viz. unertain expansive modiers) and
then only using Godel's impliation. We wished to see if
we ould generalise their results to other types of modiers
and other impliation/t-norm pairs.
Our aim was to generalise these results to other hedges
and impliations. We have hosen to study lassial power
modiers as dened by Zadeh [5℄, and translation modiers
introdued by Bouhon-Meunier and Yao [6℄. We nally
onsidered the partiular ases, dened from these trans-
lations, of reinforement hedges whih ontrat both sup-
ports and kernels (i.e. f
B
0
(v) = min(f
B
(v+ ");f
B
(v  ")))
and their inverses whih dilate them. These modiers are
semantially onsistent with Zadeh's denition, yet their
impat on the support and kernel of the original labels
implies a shift in preision, both formally and intuitively.
Our results were inompatible with established theories.
We proved, for one, that the extension of Mellouli and
Bouhon-Meunier's formal results on abdution sometimes
generates inoherent results. This paper will introdue a
way of using this to give a semantially onsistent inter-
pretation of a rule set. We will show where this inompat-
ibility omes from and derive from it a seletion method of
fuzzy impliation, based on observable data.
II. Classifiation with respet to observations
A. Origin of inonsisteny
We have shown in [8℄ that given a gradual-rule abdutive
problem,  Lukasiewiz's impliation and an observation
suh that B
0
 B and inf
v2V
f
B
0
(v) = 0 then A
G
= A. Our
problem is that this result is:
 Inonsistent with general results on the Generalised
Modus Ponens:
{ if A
0
A then B
0
=B
{ if A
0
A then B
0
B
 Inonsistent with previous results on abdution
{ if B
0
1
 B
0
2
then A
G
1
 A
G
2
, here if B
0
1
= B then
A
G
1
=A
 Inonsistent with  Lukasiewiz as an r- and s-
impliation
{ Any satisfatory explanation A
0
is suh that A
0
A
G
{ r-impliation : A
G
=A
{ s-impliation : A
0
= U
Furthermore, we laim that, given a feasible observation
and a set of rules, we an ategorise the set of implia-
tions to be used. Sine a given observation will math
only part of the onlusions in the rule-set, we oer a at-
egorisation of a rule system oherent with observed data.
2Indeed, in most ases the semanti interpretation of a rule
will be given a priori, even if the rule is learnt, and an
impliation operator hosen regardless of its potential in-
onsisteny with the data. Our approah aims at building
entailment onsistent rule-subsets, interpreting these with
respet to the observed data and giving them the semanti
interpretation of the orresponding impliation-subset [3℄,
[4℄.
To do this, we need to lassify the shapes whih may
be reahed via GMP for eah impliation and onsistent
GMP-operator. This type of study has been led in the
past, yet sine their use was to be dierent the results are
neither suÆiently preise nor general. Classial studies
of the GMP have typially looked at what a preise ob-
servation in a given fuzzy premise will generate or at very
loal modiations [7℄. The problem here is that we need
to rule out, or aept, a given shape for an impliation. So
we need to extend the existing results to be ertain that
no unexpeted ase is overlooked.
B. Desribing GMP onlusions
B.1 Foreword
Before we present our study of GMP onlusions with
respet to the fuzzy subsets they entail, we think it wise
to remind the reader of the general expression of the GMP
onlusion and of the expressions of the fuzzy impliations
we will study, and their lassiation.
For a fuzzy rule of the type `If u is A then v is B' and
an observation A
0
, the expeted onlusion is given by:
f
B
0
(v) = sup
u2U
>(f
A
0
(u); I(f
A
(u); f
B
(v)))
Where A and A
0
are fuzzy subsets of U , B and B
0
fuzzy
subsets of V , I some fuzzy impliation and > an adequate
(i.e. the risp limit ases are preserved by the joint use of
I and >) Generalised Modus Ponens operator, or t-norm.
We will study the fuzzy impliations and their respetive
GMP operators as given by [7℄ outlined in table I. The
relevant GMP operators are given in table II.
TABLE II
Fuzzy GMP operators
Operator Expression
 Lukasiewiz >(a;b) = max(0;a+ b  1)
Zadeh >(a;b) = min(a;b)
Goguen >(a;b) = a b
B.2 Reihenbah
A rule used with Reihenbah's impliation and
 Lukasiewiz's GMP operator will onlude on something
of the form:
f
B
0
(v) = sup
u2U
max(0; f
A
0
(u) + f
A
(u) (f
B
(v)  1))
From whih we draw the following onstraints on all
onlusions B
0
:
 If Kernel(A
0
)\Support(A) 6=? then B
0
= V
 If A
0
A then B
0
B and
inf
v2V
f
B
0
(v) > sup
u2Support(A)
f
A
0
(u)
 If A
0
A and Kernel(A
0
)\Kernel(A) 6=? then
B
0
=B
 Otherwise, if A
0
A then B
0
B
B.3 Willmott
With  Lukasiewiz's t-norm for GMP operator, the on-
lusion of a fuzzy inferene given Willmott's impliation
is:
f
B
0
(v) = max(f
B
(v); sup
u2U
f
A
0
(u)  f
A
(u))
Whih gives us:
 f
B
0
(v)6 f
B
(v);8v 2 V
 f
B
0
(v)> sup
u2U
f
A
0
(u)  f
A
(u);8v 2 V
{ inf
v2V
f
B
0
(v) > sup
u2Support(A)
f
A
0
(u)
B.4 Mamdani
We have studied the onlusions of Mamdani rules with
the min, produt or  Lukasiewiz GMP operators and their
membership funtions are:
With Zadeh's min t-norm:
f
B
0
(v) = f
B
(v)
With Goguen's produt t-norm:
f
B
0
(v) = max

sup
u2U;f
A
(u)6f
B
(v)
f
A
0
(u) f
A
(u);
sup
u2U;f
A
(u)>f
B
(v)
f
A
0
(u) f
B
(v)

With  Lukasiewiz's t-norm:
f
B
0
(v)=max

0;
sup
u2U;f
A
(u)6f
B
(v)
f
A
0
(u)+f
A
(u) 1;
sup
u2U;f
A
(u)>f
B
(v)
f
A
0
(u)+f
B
(v) 1

So we have:
 B
0
B for Zadeh's GMP operator
 f
B
0
(v)6 f
B
(v);8v 2 V otherwise
B.5 Resher-Gaines
Whatever the GMP operator (min, produt or
 Lukasiewiz's t-norm), the onlusion of a fuzzy inferene
given Resher-Gaines' impliation is:
f
B
0
(v) = sup
u2U;f
B
(v)>f
A
(u)
f
A
0
(u)
And our onlusion will be suh that:
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TABLE I
Fuzzy impliations, lasses and assorted GMP operators
Impliation Expression Class Compatible t-norm(s)
Reihenbah I
R
(a;b) = 1  a+ a b s-impliation  Lukasiewiz
Willmott I
W
(a;b) =max(1  a;min(a;b)) Ql-impliation  Lukasiewiz
Mamdani I
M
(a;b) = min(a;b) t-impliation Zadeh,  Lukasiewiz, Goguen
Resher-Gaines I
RG
(a;b) =

1 if a6 b
0 otherwise
r-impliation Zadeh,  Lukasiewiz, Goguen
Kleene-Dienes I
KD
(a;b) =max(1  a;b) s-impliation  Lukasiewiz
Godel I
G
(a;b) =

1 if a6 b
b otherwise
r-impliation Zadeh,  Lukasiewiz, Goguen
Goguen I
Gn
(a;b) =

min(b=a;1) if a 6= 0
1 otherwise
r-impliation  Lukasiewiz, Goguen
 Lukasiewiz I
 L
(a;b) = min(1  a+ b;1) r- & s-impliation  Lukasiewiz
A BA′ B
′
A
A′
B′ = B
A B
B′A′
A B
A′ B′
δ = 1 − β
β = fB (v0)
Kernel(A′) ∩ Support(A) 6= ∅ A′ ⊃ A
A′ ⊂ A and Kernel(A′) ∩Kernel(A) = ∅A′ ⊂ A and Kernel(A′) ∩Kernel(A) 6= ∅
fA(u) × δ
Fig. 1. GMP onlusions with Reihenbah's impliation
 inf
v2V
f
B
0
(v) = sup
u2Support(A)
f
A
0
(u)
 sup
v2V
f
B
0
(v) = sup
u2U
f
A
0
(u)
 If Support(A
0
) = Support(A) and A
0
= m(A) then
B
0
=m(B)
B.6 Kleene-Dienes
With  Lukasiewiz's GMP operator onlusions are given
by:
f
B
0
(v)=max

0;
sup
u2U;1 f
A
(u)6f
B
(v)
f
A
0
(u)+f
B
(v) 1;
sup
u2U;1 f
A
(u)>f
B
(v)
f
A
0
(u) f
A
(u)

Whih gives us:
 inf
v2V
f
B
0
(v) = sup
u2Support(A)
f
A
0
(u)
B.7 Godel
The onlusion of a fuzzy inferene given Godel's impli-
ation and the min GMP operator is given by:
f
B
0
(v) = max(sup
u2U;f
B
(v)>f
A
(u)
f
A
0
(u);f
B
(v))
Whih means:
 B
0
B
 inf
v2V
f
B
0
(v) = sup
u2Support(A)
f
A
0
(u)
With  Lukasiewiz's t-norm we get;
f
B
0
(v) = max

f
B
(v)+ sup
u2U;f
A
(u)>f
B
(v)
f
A
0
(u)  1;
sup
u2U;f
A
(u)6f
B
(v)
f
A
0
(u)

With Goguen's GMP operator we have:
f
B
0
(v) = max

sup
u2U;f
A
(u)>f
B
(v)
f
A
0
(u) f
B
(v);
sup
u2U;f
A
(u)6f
B
(v)
f
A
0
(u)

Whih means that for both t-norms we have:
 inf
v2V
f
B
0
(v)> sup
u2Support(A)
f
A
0
(u)
 If Kernel(A
0
)\Kernel(A) 6=? then B
0
B
 Otherwise, if A
0
A andKernel(A
0
)\Kernel(A) =?
then sup
v2V
f
B
0
(v) = sup
u2U
f
A
0
(u)
B.8 Goguen
Using  Lukasiewiz's t-norm we get the following expres-
sion;
f
B
0
(v)=max
 
sup
u2U;f
A
(u)>f
B
(v);f
A
(u)>0
f
A
0
(u)+
f
B
(v)
f
A
(u)
 1;
sup
u2U;f
A
(u)6f
B
(v)
f
A
0
(u)
!
=sup
u2U;f
A
(u)6f
B
(v)
f
A
0
(u)
Whih implies that:
4B′ = B
A′
A B
A′
B′
A
B′ ⊇ B
inf
v∈V
fB′ (v) = supu∈Support(A) fA′ (u)
Fig. 2. Essential properties of onlusions with Godel's impliation and Zadeh's t-norm
 inf
v2V
f
B
0
(v)> sup
u2Support(A)
f
A
0
(u)
 sup
v2V
f
B
0
(v) = sup
u2U
f
A
0
(u)
When ombined to Goguen's operator, we have:
f
B
0
(v)=max
 
f
B
(v)sup
u2U;f
A
(u)>f
B
(v);f
A
(u)>0
f
A
0
(u)
f
A
(u)
;
sup
u2U;f
A
(u)6f
B
(v)
f
A
0
(u)
!
Whih means:
 inf
v2V
f
B
0
(v)> sup
u2Support(A)
f
A
0
(u)
 If Kernel(A
0
)\Kernel(A) 6=? then B
0
B
 Otherwise, if A
0
A andKernel(A
0
)\Kernel(A) =?
then sup
v2V
f
B
0
(v) = sup
u2U
f
A
0
(u)
B.9  Lukasiewiz
The general expression of the onlusion of a fuzzy rule
given  Lukasiewiz's impliation is given by:
f
B
0
(v)=max

f
B
(v)+sup
u2U;f
A
(u)>f
B
(v)
f
A
0
(u) f
A
(u);
sup
u2U;f
A
(u)6f
B
(v)
f
A
0
(u)

From whih we see that:
 inf
v2V
f
B
0
(v)> sup
u2Support(A)
f
A
0
(u)
 If A
0
A then B
0
B
 If A
0
A and Kernel(A
0
)\Kernel(A) 6=? then
B
0
=B
 If A
0
A and Kernel(A
0
)\Kernel(A) =? then
B
0
B
Table III reviews the properties we have put forward and
groups them with respet to the impliations, in order to
suggest possible links between impliations.
Now, suppose that we have built or learned a fuzzy-rule-
base on diseases and their symptoms. Generally speaking,
to make a diagnosti a physiian usually has to onsider
only the symptoms. Suppose also that, after the on-
strution of our rules, we observe suÆient data to build
symptom-similar ases without diagnosti. If these lasses
of ases are fuzzy sets dened on the symptom's sale, we
now have a way of seleting the fuzzy impliation to apply
for eah rule.
This is what we refer to as `data-driven' lassiation of
the rules. The semanti interpretation of eah rule may, of
ourse, still be that given by Dubois and Prade, but the
hoie is oherent with the observations. We may well nd
that dierent rules, even though they are used in the same
ontext, belong to dierent lasses and should therefore be
interpreted dierently. For instane, if we were to observe a
denormalised lass of pain to the lower abdomen, we would
have to hoose one of the impliations exhibiting property
5 to enode the rule linking appendiitis to this partiular
symptom. Obviously there would still be a hoie of sorts,
but at least we would know that the impliation was an
r-impliation and thus that the rule was a gradual one.
III. Conlusion
Our ambition, in this paper as in [8℄, was, originally, to
extend formal fuzzy abdutive results to dierent lasses
of impliations and linguisti modiers. While working on
these results we notied that the theory ontradited some
established results. The explanation of these inoherenes
lay in the `impossibility' of observing ertain shapes. Yet
these shapes did not seem inoherent with the data they
were meant to represent. Traing the inoherene of our
results bak to the `observable' shapes of the seleted fuzzy
impliations, we saw that observations were bound by the
impliation operator. To allow suspeted `data-oherent'
observations we needed to nd `dedution-oherent' impli-
ations. Available studies of the Generalised Modus Po-
nens oered information on possible shapes, but did not
allow us to denitely rule-out others. Therefore we had to
generalise these results to onlude. We would like to ex-
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BA
A′
B′
B
A′ B′
A
B′ = B
A′
A
A′
A B
B′
A′ ⊃ Ainf
v∈V
f
B′
(v) > sup
u∈Support(A)
f
A′
(u)
A′ ⊂ A and Kernel(A′) ∩Kernel(A) 6= ∅ A′ ⊂ A and Kernel(A′) ∩Kernel(A) = ∅
Fig. 3. Some properties of GMP onlusions given  Lukasiewiz's impliation
TABLE III
General properties of GMP onlusions
Property Impliation t-norm(s)
1 B
0
B Mamdani Zadeh
2 B
0
B Mamdani Goguen,  Lukasiewiz
3 B
0
B Godel Zadeh
4 B
0
B if Kernel(A
0
)\Kernel(A) 6=?
Godel  Lukasiewiz
 Lukasiewiz  Lukasiewiz
5 Persistent denormalisation
Resher-Gaines Zadeh, Goguen,  Lukasiewiz
Godel  Lukasiewiz
Goguen Goguen,  Lukasiewiz
 Lukasiewiz  Lukasiewiz
6
inf
v2V
f
B
0
(v) = sup
u2Support(A)
f
A
0
(u)
Resher-Gaines Zadeh, Goguen,  Lukasiewiz
Kleene-Dienes  Lukasiewiz
Godel Zadeh
7
inf
v2V
f
B
0
(v)> sup
u2Support(A)
f
A
0
(u)
Godel  Lukasiewiz
Goguen  Lukasiewiz
 Lukasiewiz  Lukasiewiz
tend this type of systemati analysis to other impliations
and their assoiated GMP operators, or t-norm.
Seleting an impliation from the data meant we ould
interpret our rule-based knowledge using the semanti in-
terpretation of the operators. Our lassiation of sub-
sets of a rule-base would benet from interpretations at
the impliation operator level. Indeed, impliations of
dierent types may generate similar shapes. Conversely,
some impliations of the same type do not aept the same
modiations. Therefore, `observation onsistent' implia-
tions, whih we use to lassify our rule-base subsets, may
have some semanti proximity and, if not, their dierenes
would entail as many potential interpretations. The prop-
erties we have laid out in this omparative study also seem
onneted to the hoie of GMP-operator. This should
be taken into aount in the semanti interpretation pro-
esses.
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